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EXPERIENCE

ROAD RUNNER SPORTS
Lead Web Designer

Coordinate with the Creative, Marketing, Merchandising and 
Executive teams by integrating marketing concepts and creative 
solutions to produce consumer-engaging designs and user 
experiences, while also producing creative assets for the 
company’s brand partners. Mentor a team of junior designers 
by providing art direction and marketing strategy.

FITNESS MARKETING DESIGN
Consultant

Partner with fitness professionals and health brands, allowing them 
to focus on what they do best—influencing the world of fitness and 
health. Provide fitness marketing services that include: Branding,
Marketing Design, Creative Direction, Strategy, Experience Design, 
Web Design, Email Design and Print Design.

Clients: Equinox Fitness Clubs, Bally Total Fitness, Athletico Physical Therapy, 
Kelly’s Running Warehouse, Cercacor Laboratories, Animal Flow, Right Fit for You

VITAMIN T / THE CREATIVE GROUP
Contract Designer

Executed digital marketing strategies, produced business design 
solutions, strengthened brand identity, development & awareness, 
concepted integrated online marketing campaigns, assembled 
design mockups and proposals, explored innovative ecommerce 
methods to increase conversion and decrease bounce rates, and 
implemented e�cient UX/UI design optimizations.

Clients: Bop Design, FTD Companies, SixteenFifty Creative Intelligence, Evans Hotels

REWARDS NETWORK
Lead Interactive Designer

Assisted Creative Manager with coaching designers and guiding 
creative direction to solve for marketing design objectives. 
Mentored team collaboration to strategically research, garner 
data and compile valuable insights to drive design solutions. 
Examined industry trends and influenced unique ways to a�ect 
consumer behavior while improving results.

EQUINOX FITNESS CLUBS
Designer | Social Media Strategist

Redesigned internal marketing communications and streamlined 
visual communication between field and corporate levels. 
Spearheaded Chicago’s social media initiative by creating an online 
engaged community of Facebook followers. Encouraged members 
to participate in online discussions while evoking brand awareness.

PLAYBOY ENTERPRISES, INC.
Graphic Designer | Intern

Contributed graphic and pattern expertise at creative brainstorm 
meetings with Creative Directors, Art Directors and team of 
designers. Projects primarily focused on designing for fashion, 
accessories, lifestyle, in-store/retail and entertainment.
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SKILLS

Visual Design
UX Design

Interactive Design
Web Design

Email Design

Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign

Keynote/PowerPoint
Mac/PC

Design is 
compelling and 
I’ve found 
creating beautiful 
aesthetics can 
achieve 
real-world 
results
I am a cross-functional Designer 
and Strategist with an extensive 
background in digital marketing, 
strategy execution and creative 
direction. My passionate drive 
combined with a forward
-thinking attitude o�ers clients 
I work with e�ective, integrated 
solutions they need to meet and 
exceed their goals.

Being determined and 
results-driven, I’ve centralized 
my career around being able to 
drive design solutions, guide 
creative direction, mentor team 
collaboration and produce 
growth revenues.

Visual Designer + UX Strategist
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